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Most Arabic philosophers following Avicenna (d. 428/1037) share his view that
the human soul originates with the human body and lives on eternally after its
death. The only 7th/13th-century philosopher to reject the origination of the

human soul and to argue systematically for its eternity a parte ante is Ibn Kammūna.
‘Izz al-Dawla Sa‘d ibn Mans·ūr Ibn Kammūna was a Jewish philosopher active in

Baghdad during the Īlkhānid period. During the later stages of his career he enjoyed —
as did many of his peers — the patronage of members of the prominent Juwaynı̄ family,
the Dawlatshāh clan, and their clients. When Shams al-Dı̄n al-Juwaynı̄ fell out of favor
and was executed together with some of his sons in the year 683/1284, Ibn Kammūna
had to leave the city under tumultuous circumstances. He seems to have taken refuge
with his son in al-H· illa where he is said to have died soon afterwards.1

Western scholars know Ibn Kammūna as the author of comparative works on
religion.2 His philosophical work, however, remains understudied relative to its

* This paper was prepared within the European Research Council’s FP7 project Rediscovering
Theological Rationalism in the Medieval World of Islam at the Research Unit Intellectual History of the
Islamicate World of Freie Universität Berlin. It outlines some material from my PhD thesis on Ibn
Kammūna written at Yale University under the direction of Dimitri Gutas. I extend my gratitude to all
participants of the 2010 SOAS conference “The Ontology of the Soul in Medieval Arabic Thought” for
the lively discussion on a preliminary draft of the paper and to both Ayman Shihadeh and the
anonymous reviewer for their invaluable comments on the penultimate draft. For all remaining
deficiencies I alone am responsible.
1 Sources on the biography of Ibn Kammūna are collected and discussed in Reza Pourjavady and Sabine
Schmidtke, A Jewish Philosopher of Baghdad. ‘Izz al-Dawla Ibn Kammūna (d. 683/1284) and his
writings (Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2006), 8–23. For a different — though somewhat speculative —
account of Ibn Kammūna’s career see Y. Tzvi Langermann, “Ibn Kammūna at Aleppo,” Journal of the
Royal Asiatic Society 17 (2007): 1–19.
2 Both his Tanqı̄h· al-abh· āth fı̄ l-milal al-thalāth and his treatise on the differences between the
Rabbanites and the Karaites have been edited and studied. Previous research on Ibn Kammūna is
outlined in Sabine Schmidtke, “Studies on Sa‘d b. Mans·ūr Ibn Kammūna (d. 683/1284). Beginnings,
achievements, and perspectives,” Persica 19 (2003): 107–123 and fully documented in Pourjavady and
Schmidtke, A Jewish Philosopher, 8–23.
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importance and size. The extensive commentary on the Talwı̄h· āt by Suhrawardı̄ (d.
587/1191) and the philosophical compendium al-Kāshif, which were read by propo-
nents of the nascent Illuminationist tradition, have been edited only recently.3 We also
know little about their exact philosophical context, since even major works of his
contemporaries remain unavailable. It comes as no surprise, therefore, that the most
recent studies on Ibn Kammūna focus on limited aspects of his philosophy.4

In the view of this situation, we do well to investigate Ibn Kammūna’s ontology of
the soul starting from the issue he considers most important. If we judge by his own
statements at the beginning of his career and the direction of his efforts, he considered
it his foremost task to prove beyond doubt that the human rational soul is incorporeal
and eternal a parte post. This can be demonstrated only, Ibn Kammūna insists, if one has
established first that the rational soul is eternal a parte ante.5

Ibn Kammūna develops proofs for the eternity a parte ante of the human soul in
three treatises where the soul’s eternity a parte ante serves as the central premise for the
overarching argument. In the Maqāla fı̄ anna l-nafs laysat bi-mizāj al-badan wa-lā
kā’ina ‘an mizāj al-badan [=MfN ] Ibn Kammūna establishes on the basis of the soul’s
eternity a parte ante that the soul is not the temperament of the body and does not come
into being from the temperament of the body. In the Maqāla fı̄ l-tas·dı̄q bi-anna nafs
al-insān bāqiya abadan [=MfT ] Ibn Kammūna establishes that the human soul (which is
eternal a parte ante) is eternal a parte post. This proposition is also established in a third
treatise, the Maqāla fı̄ anna wujūd al-nafs abadı̄ wa-baqā’a-hā sarmadı̄ [=MfW ], which

3 Many of Ibn Kammūna’s smaller philosophical writings have been edited by Pourjavady and
Schmidtke (A Jewish Philosopher, 139–223). Since then, two of Ibn Kammūna’s comprehensive
philosophical works have appeared in new editions: al-Kāshif (al-Jadı̄d fı̄ l-h· ikma), ed. H· āmid Nājı̄
Is·fahānı̄ (Tehran and Berlin: Iranian Institute of Philosophy and the Institute of Islamic Studies at Freie
Universität Berlin, 2008) [earlier ed. H· . M. al-Kabı̄sı̄ (Baghdad: Wizārat al-Awqāf wa-l-Shu’ūn
al-Dı̄nı̄yah, Qism al-Dirāsāt wa-l-Buh· ūth al-Islāmiyya, 1982)]; Sharh· al-Talwı̄h· āt, ed. Najafqulı̄ H· abı̄bı̄,
Sharh· al-Talwı̄h· āt al-lawh· ı̄ya wa-l-‘arshiyya (Tehran: Mı̄rāth-i Maktūb, 2009) [earlier partial ed. by
Hossein Ziai and Ahmed Alwishah, al-Tanqı̄h· āt fı̄ Sharh· al-Talwı̄h· āt. Refinement and Commentary on
Suhrawardı̄’s Intimations. A Thirteenth Century Text on Natural Philosophy and Psychology (Costa
Meza: Mazda Publishers, 2003)]. Ibn Kammūna is also the author of Sharh· al-us·ūl wa-l-jumal min
muhimmāt al-‘ilm wa-l-‘amal, a commentary on Avicenna’s al-Ishārāt wa-l-tanbı̄hāt, extant in a
number of manuscripts. See Pourjavady and Schmidtke, A Jewish Philosopher, 59–63.
4 Studies published since the monograph of Pourjavady and Schmidtke are Langermann, “Ibn
Kammūna at Aleppo,” Heidrun Eichner, “The Chapter ‘On Existence and Non-Existence’ of Ibn
Kammūna’s Al-Jadı̄d fı̄ l-H· ikma: Trends and Sources in an Author’s Shaping the Exegetical Tradition of
al-Suhrawardı̄’s Ontology,” in Avicenna and his Legacy: A Golden Age of Science and Philosophy, ed.
Y.T. Langermann (Turnhout, Belgium: Brepols, 2009), 143–177, Lukas Muehlethaler, “Ibn Kammūna on
the argument of the Flying Man in Avicenna’s Išārat and al-Suhrawardı̄’s Talwı̄h· āt,” in Avicenna and
his Legacy, 179–203, and Rüdiger Arnzen, Platonische Ideen in der arabischen Philosophie: Texte und
Materialien zur Begriffsgeschichte von s·uwar aflāt·ūniyya und muthul aflāt·ūniyya (Berlin: Walter de
Gruyter, 2011), 155–160.
5 I use the term “eternity a parte ante” for an infinite duration prior to the present moment. For eternity
in this sense Ibn Kammūna generally uses qidam (eternity a parte ante) and qadı̄m (eternal a parte
ante). Correspondingly, eternity a parte post refers to infinite duration following the present moment.
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summarizes arguments of the previous treatises.6 Ibn Kammūna seems to have written
these treatises early in his career.7 But he re-iterates his proofs for the eternity a parte
ante of the human soul in later works, such as his commentary on Avicenna’s Ishārāt and
his commentary on Suhrawardı̄’s Talwı̄h· āt.8

The eternity a parte ante of the soul is hardly a novel philosophical position. And the
mere fact that Ibn Kammūna champions this position reveals little about his views on the
ontology of the rational soul. In order to learn more about his views we need to
understand why Ibn Kammūna — who operated after all with assumptions that were to
a large extent Avicennan — chose to argue for the eternity a parte ante of the human
soul.

To solve this problem we have to find answers to three questions: First, why is Ibn
Kammūna rejecting the consensus of his predecessors and contemporaries who argued
for the origination of the human soul? Second, how does his critique of the Avicennan
account relate to other critical approaches in post-Avicennan philosophy? And third,
how does Ibn Kammūna argue for the eternity a parte ante of the human soul?

Because the overall arguments Ibn Kammūna presents are involved and because
their premises are complex, I cannot address them here exhaustively. I argue,
therefore, for the validity of three limited claims. First, I will argue that in his critique
of the Avicennan account, Ibn Kammūna expands on some critical approaches to
Avicennan tenets by Abū l-Barakāt al-Baghdādı̄ (d. c. 560/1165) and by Fakhr al-Dı̄n
al-Rāzı̄ (d. 606/1210). Second, I will argue that as center part of Ibn Kammūna’s
arguments for the eternity a parte ante of the human soul figures the concept of the
complete cause (‘illa tāmma). And third, I will argue that Ibn Kammūna rejects the
origination of the soul and adopts its eternity a parte ante not because he is interested
in the eternity a parte ante of the soul per se, but because he thinks that the principles
upon which Avicenna establishes the origination of the human soul undermine its
eternity a parte post.

6 Ibn Kammūna’s three treatises on the soul are cited according to the edition of Ansı̄yah Barkhwāh,
Azalı̄yat al-nafs wa-baqā’i-hā [sic!], ta’lı̄f-i Ibn Kammūna (Tehran: Kitābkhāna, mūza u markaz-i
asnād-i Majlis-i shūrā-yi Islāmı̄, 2006). An earlier facsimile edition of MfW by Leon Nemoy, The Arabic
Treatise on the Immortality of the Soul by Sa’d Ibn Mans·ūr Ibn Kammūna (XIII century). Facsimile
Reproduction of the Only Known Manuscript (Cod. Landberg 510, fol. 58–70) in the Yale University
Library (New Haven: Yale University Library, 1944) is translated in Leon Nemoy, “Ibn Kammūna’s
Treatise on the Immortality of the Soul,” in Ignace Goldziher Memorial Volume, eds. A. Scheiber, J.S.S.
Löwinger ( Jerusalem: Rubin Mass, 1958), vol. 2, 83–99. Ibn Kammūna’s treatises lack titles. The titles
used by modern scholars are derived from Ibn Kammūna’s introductory remarks on the subject matter
of each treatise, as well as from cross-references.
7 Cross-references among Ibn Kammūna’s works establish with relative certainty that MfN was
composed before MfT and indicate that the latter treatise had been written by the time Ibn Kammūna
completed al-Mat·ālib al-muhimma in Sha‘bān 657/July-August 1259. There are also clear indications
that Ibn Kammūna wrote MfW after he had completed MfT and as a kind of epitome of the latter.
8 See note 34 below.
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1. The Critique of Avicenna’s Arguments for the
Origination of the Soul
Avicenna puts forward, from his earliest works to his very last, a consistently argued

theory about the origination of the human soul and its eternity a parte post.9 Avicenna
holds that whenever there originates a human body with a temperament (mizāj) suitable
to serve as the instrument of a human soul, a human soul suited to its temperament will
originate from the active intellect, the “giver of forms,” and will attach itself to this body.
Avicenna also holds that while a specific human soul originates together with a specific
human body, it does not depend on this body for its continued existence and therefore
lives on after its body has passed away.

Avicenna argues for the origination of the human soul from two principles. The first
principle states that

(A) differentiation comes about through quiddity and form or through (corporeal) matter
[Najāt (as in note 10), 222.8–9: immā an takūna min jihat l-māhı̄yati wa-l-s·ūrati
wa-immā an takūna min jihat al-nisbati ilā l-‘uns·ur and passim]

and the second principle states that

(B) all human souls belong to the same species [Najāt (as in note 10), 222.4: inna l-anfus
al-insānı̄yata muttafiqatun fı̄ l-naw‘i ].

Starting from these principles, Avicenna establishes that the human soul originates
with its body. He argues that if the human soul were not originated in time there would
have to exist either numerically one human soul or numerically many human souls prior
to the origination of the body. Avicenna shows that both horns lead to absurd
consequences. In order to reject the second horn, Avicenna employs both principles
stated above: Because (B) all human souls belong to the same species, they cannot be
numerically many unless (A) they are individuated by corporeal matter. This would lead
to the absurdity that each soul would have to exist in a body prior to the origination of
its body. Avicenna then rejects the first horn — by pointing out that the association of
numerically one soul with numerically many bodies results in further absurdities — and

9 The development of Avicenna’s “Metaphysics of the Rational Soul” is outlined in Dimitri Gutas,
Avicenna and the Aristotelian Tradition: Introduction to Reading Avicenna’s Philosophical Works
(Leiden and New York: Brill, 1988), 254–261; Avicenna’s arguments for the origination of the human
soul and its eternity a parte post are analyzed by Thérèse-Anne Druart, “The human soul’s individuation
and its survival after the body’s death: Avicenna on the causal relation between body and soul,” Arabic
Sciences and Philosophy 10 (2000): 259–74, and its problematic aspects are discussed by Michael E.
Marmura, “Some questions regarding Avicenna’s theory of the temporal origination of the human
rational soul,” Arabic Sciences and Philosophy 18 (2008): 121–138; a succinct presentation in the
context of Avicenna’s broader theory of the soul can be found in Meryem Sebti, Avicenna. L’Ame
Humaine (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 2000).
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concludes by modus tollens that the individual human soul must be temporally
originated.10

The origination of the soul figures also as a premise in the arguments Avicenna
advances against metempsychosis (tanāsukh), the view that a soul can attach itself to
another (human) body after the death of its earlier body. Because the connection
between Avicenna’s argument for the origination of the human soul and his argument
against metempsychosis are taken up by later critics, including Ibn Kammūna, it is worth
mentioning two of Avicenna’s arguments against metempsychosis.

In the first argument, Avicenna starts from the origination of the soul’s substrate:
because the origination of a human body brings about the origination of a human soul
without delay, there are no vacant human bodies to which a detached soul could attach
itself. In the second argument, Avicenna starts from the specific temperament of the
human body: Because the human soul originates together with a human body of a
certain temperament, the human soul matches the temperament of this body and cannot
attach itself to a body of a different temperament.11

Even though most later philosophers accepted Avicenna’s view on the origination of
the human soul, some questioned the soundness of its basic assumptions. Fakhr al-Dı̄n
al-Rāzı̄ raises in his Kitāb al-Muh· as·s·al numerous objections against basic assumptions of
Avicenna’s philosophy. The two most relevant for our purpose are his objections to
Avicenna’s argument against metempsychosis and his objection to the Avicennan
principle (B) that all human rational souls belong to the same species.

Against Avicenna’s principle (B) Rāzı̄ advances the view that individual human souls
differ from each other not only accidentally, but also in quiddity:

[Text 1] There are those [among the philosophers] who claim that the human souls
differ in quiddity (māhı̄ya). They argue that the souls differ with regard to virtue
and depravedness, intelligence and stupidity. These [differences in quality] cannot
be a concomitant of the [body’s] temperament (mizāj), for a human being can have
a cold temperament and be highly intelligent, or it can be the opposite. It is also
possible that the temperament changes and the qualities of the souls remain [. . .]
This is a convincing argument.12

10 See, for example, Najāt, ed. Mājid Fakhry (Beirut: Dār al-Āfāq al-Jadı̄dā, 1985), 222.4–223.4. The
corresponding passage in the Shifā’ is discussed by Druart, “The human soul’s individuation,” 261–65.
11 Najāt, 224.11–227.18. When Ibn Kammūna wrote his three treatises on the soul he was familiar with
at least three versions of the Avicennan account for the eternity a parte post of the human soul. He
outlines these views in MfT “according to what he [sc. Avicenna] mentioned in the book The Cure and
[in] the book The Salvation [and] the book on the soul called The Destination” (MfT 10, 143.4: ‘alā mā
dhakara-hu fı̄ kitāb al-Shifā’ wa-kitāb al-Najāt [wa-] kitāb al-nafs al-musammā bi-l-Ma‘ād).
12 Fakhr al-Dı̄n al-Rāzı̄, Muh· as·s·al afkār al-mutaqaddimı̄n wa-l-muta’akhkhirı̄n min al-‘ulamā’
wa-l-h· ukamā’ wa-l-mutakallimı̄n, ed. H· . Atāy (Cairo, 1991), 544.4–10. A more elaborate version of the
same argument can be found in Rāzı̄’s al-Mabāh· ith al-mashriqı̄ya (ed. Tehran, 1966) II, 393–398. Rāzı̄
espouses this position in some of his later works. See Ayman Shihadeh, The Teleological Ethics of Fakhr
al-Dı̄n al-Rāzı̄ (Boston and Leiden: Brill, 2006), 118f.
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The anonymous philosopher objects to Avicenna’s principle (B) on the basis of
observation. If we look at individual souls, we do not see a strict correlation between
their qualities (virtue and depravedness, intelligence and stupidity) and the tempera-
ments of their bodies (hot, cold, dry, and moist). On the contrary, we find souls that
agree in quality even though the temperament of their body differs and vice versa. And
we find souls that retain their quality while the temperament of their body changes. We
cannot account for the differences in the qualities of the human souls with the
differences in their underlying matter (viz. their bodies). Applying Avicenna’s principle
(A) — that differentiation comes about through quiddity and form or through (corporeal)
matter — we must conclude that some differences between human souls can be
explained only if we assume that they differ in quiddity.

Rāzı̄’s argument is a rather crude rendering of a more elaborate argument by Abū
l-Barakāt al-Baghdādı̄ — as T· ūsı̄ points out below.13 The argument makes sense only in
combination with Abū l-Barakāt’s unitary conception of the animal and human soul
which does not allow for accidents in the Avicennan sense to make up for all the
differences between the individual souls. Nevertheless, even in its reduced state the
argument echoes Abū l-Barakāt’s view that while we can arrive at a descriptive definition
of the human soul, this description encompasses more than a single quiddity.14

Rāzı̄ presents in the Muh· as·s·al also objections to Avicenna’s argument against
metempsychosis. The objection most relevant to the present purpose questions the
validity of Avicenna’s argument:

[Text 2] This argument [against metempsychosis] rests on the origination of the
soul, and your proof for the origination of the soul rests on the falsity of
metempsychosis [. . .] It is therefore circular ( fa-yakūnu dawran).15

Rāzı̄ seems to argue that Avicenna must presuppose in his proof for the origination
of the soul that metempsychosis is impossible. For only in this way can he uphold the
close relation between the individual soul and its body which forms the basis of his

13 See Text 3 below. Abū l-Barakāt al-Baghdādı̄ presents the argument in the K. al-Mu‘tabar (ed.
Hyderabad, 1358/1939) II, 388–94 (esp. 384–387) and III, 152f. For a (not always generous) evaluation
of Abū l-Barakāt’s view, based predominantly on the metaphysical part of the K. al-Mu‘tabar, see
Herbert A. Davidson, Alfarabi, Avicenna, and Averroes, on Intellect. Their cosmologies, theories of the
active intellect, and theories of human intellect. (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992),
154–161. (especially 155–7). On Abū l-Barakāt’s differences with Avicenna on the nature of the soul see
also Ah·mad al-T· ayyib who edited and discussed Abū al-Barakāt’s Kitāb S·ah· ı̄h· adillat al-naql fı̄
māhiyyat al-‘aql in “Un traité d’Abū l-Barakāt al-Baġdādı̄ sur l’intellect. Kitāb S·ah· ı̄h· adillat al-naql fı̄
māhiyyat al-‘aql,” Annales Islamologiques 16 (1980): 127–147 and Roxanne Marcotte on Abū l-Barakāt’s
al-‘Aql wa-māhı̄yatu-hu in her “La conversion tardive d’un philosophe: Abū al-Barakāt al-Baghdādı̄ sur
‘L’Intellect et sa quiddité ’ (al-‘Aql wa māhiyyatu-hu),” Documenti e studi sulla tradizione filosofica
medievale 15 (2004): 201–226.
14 See Abū l-Barakāt, K. al-Mu‘tabar II, 304.3–305.3.
15 Fakhr al-Dı̄n al-Rāzı̄, Muh· as·s·al, 547.8–548.5.
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proof. But if this is the case, then Avicenna’s argument against metempsychosis begs the
question.16

Because these objections are germane to our topic only insofar as Ibn Kammūna
adopted them later on, I will not discuss their merit, but rather look at how they are
refuted in the Talkhı̄s· al-Muh· as·s·al by Ibn Kammūna’s older contemporary Nas· ı̄r al-Dı̄n
al-T· ūsı̄ (d. 672/1274).

In his rebuttal of Rāzı̄’s first objection, T· ūsı̄ correctly identifies the anonymous view
advanced by Rāzı̄ as that of Abū l-Barakāt al-Baghdādı̄. T· ūsı̄ argues that Abū l-Barakāt
disagreed with Avicenna’s view because he misidentified the substratum for the qualities
of the individual souls:

[Text 3] This is one of the arguments put forward by Abū al-Barakāt. Other than him
some of the ancients held this view, too. The argument is very weak because the
substrates for the necessary concomitants, even if they were to differ, are not the
soul as a self-contained unit, but rather the soul and its various accidents. Since
the souls are encompassed by one definition (mashmūlatan bi-h· addin wāh· idin),
they belong to the same species and they differ in the accidents [such as] those
which you mentioned as well as those which you failed to mention. If the
compound of the soul with the accidents differs [from another such compound] it
does not follow necessarily that also all parts [of the one compound] differ [from all
parts of the other compound]. This argument is therefore misleading rather than
convincing.17

The qualities of the individual soul are not necessary concomitants of the soul alone,
but of the soul and its accidents. Souls differ, therefore, not only through the
temperament of their bodies, but also through their accidents. If we observe that two
souls differ in character and we cannot explain this difference through a difference in
temperament, we must not immediately assume that the souls differ in quiddity, for they
can belong to the same quiddity and differ in their accidents. Rather, all human souls are
of the same species because they “are encompassed by one definition” or, as T· ūsı̄ states
earlier in the text, because “one definition encompasses them (anna l-h· adda l-wāh· ida
yashmalu-hā).”18

Moreover, T· ūsı̄ dismisses Rāzı̄’s rejection of Avicenna’s argument against metempsy-
chosis. He argues that the origination of the soul is established sufficiently by its need for
a specific body as its agent of individuation. It is not necessary, therefore, to reject
metempsychosis in order to establish the origination of the human soul.19

16 When Rāzı̄ discusses the Avicennan argument for the origination of the soul earlier in the text
(Muh· as·s·al, 546.3–8), he objects to it based on the possibility of metempsychosis. Having conceded that
there exist two souls of the same species, he questions the philosophers’ statement that “before this
body there is no matter”: Why should we not assume, he asks, that before the soul became attached to
this body it had been attached to another body and moved to this body by way of metempsychosis?
17 N. D. al-T· ūsı̄, Talkhı̄s· al-Muh· as·s·al, ed. A. Nūrānı̄ (Montreal and Tehran, 1980) II, 383.11–16.
18 T· ūsı̄, Talkhı̄s· II, 382.22f.
19 T· ūsı̄, Talkhı̄s· II, 385.13–17.
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Elements of this exchange between Rāzı̄ and T· ūsı̄ appear in Ibn Kammūna’s
treatises on the soul. They also appear — and in a more concise form — in an undated
letter which Ibn Kammūna addressed to T· ūsı̄. In this letter, Ibn Kammūna raises seven
problems that relate in some way or other to the Avicennan theory of the soul.
Addressing the question whether the human soul is originated or eternal, Ibn Kammūna
repeats Rāzı̄’s claims and seems to echo T· ūsı̄’s reply:

[Text 4] Most scholars are known to maintain the doctrine that the human rational
soul is created, even though there is [evidence] that dissuades from maintaining
this doctrine. For their argument (h· ujja) for this doctrine is not complete unless
one establishes that [all individual] human souls belong to the same species and
one refutes [the doctrine] of metempsychosis (tanāsukh). However, one finds in
their works no proof (dalı̄l ) that establishes the former, apart from their statement
that ‘one definition encompasses them’ (inna-hā yashmalu-hā h· addun wāh· idun)
which upon verification turns out to be the very point of contention; nor [does one
find in their works a proof] that refutes the latter [i.e. metempsychosis], except the
[proof] which requires that one first establish the origination of the soul.20

Ibn Kammūna thinks that the Avicennan argument for the origination of the soul is
flawed because it begs the question: It presupposes the rejection of metempsychosis
which, in turn, is rejected by the origination of the soul.21 And it presupposes that all
human souls belong to the same species, a point which is established only through the
claim that “one definition encompasses them.”

We do not know whether Ibn Kammūna corresponded with T· ūsı̄ before or after he
had read the Talkhı̄s· which T· ūsı̄ completed four years before his death in 672/1274. We
only know that Ibn Kammūna was reading the Talkhı̄s· in the early summer of 670/1272,
when he compiled excerpts of the work.22 But it is clear that at some point in his career
Ibn Kammūna shared with Fakhr al-Dı̄n al-Rāzı̄ and Abū l-Barakāt al-Baghdādı̄ a
number of concerns about the Avicennan proofs for the origination of the human soul.23

20
‘Abdallah Nūrānı̄, Ajwibat al-masā’il al-nas· ı̄rı̄ya mushtamil bar 20 risāla (Tehran: Institute for

Humanities and Cultural Studies, 2005), 28.11–19.
21 Ibn Kammūna discusses this point at length in his commentary on Suhrawardı̄’s Talwı̄h· āt, completed
in 667/1268. See ed. H· abı̄bı̄, vol. 2, 313.20–314.6 and ed. Ziai and Alwishah, 424.1–12.
22 These excerpts are extant as Fawā’id min Talkhı̄s· al-muh· as·s·al (see Pourjavady and Schmidtke, A
Jewish Philosopher, 79–83). However, the passage from the Talkhı̄s quoted in text 3 appears to be
absent from his excerpts.
23 Even if Ibn Kammūna had not read T· ūsı̄’s Talkhı̄s· by the time he sent his letter to T· ūsı̄, it is fairly
certain that he was aware of the pedigree of his critique. Direct quotations from the K. al-Mu‘tabar (on
the definition of the soul and on the proof for the eternity of the soul a parte post) show that Ibn
Kammūna had read Abū l-Barakāt’s work by the time he wrote his early treatises on the soul. That he
knew the work intimately is shown in his later commentary on the Talwı̄h· āt, where Ibn Kammūna
correctly identifies anonymous positions rejected by Suhrawardı̄ as those of Abū l-Barakāt. See
Pourjavady and Schmidtke, A Jewish Philosopher, 25.
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2. Ibn Kammūna’s Long Proof for the Soul’s Eternity
a Parte Ante
We have now located Ibn Kammūna in a tradition of thinkers who criticize some

premises of Avicenna’s proof for the origination of the human soul. We can thus proceed
to discuss Ibn Kammūna’s proofs for the eternity a parte ante of the soul and to inquire
how these proofs depend on his concept of the complete cause.

Ibn Kammūna does not elaborate on his concept of the complete cause (‘illa tāmma)
in his three treatises on the soul. He merely introduces the concept in one of his treatises
as an aside remark:

[Text 9] Had the human soul been originated, it would require a cause through
which its existence becomes necessary. A cause of such a quality is called a
complete cause.24

The term “complete cause” in this sense seems absent from the works of Avicenna.25

By the time of Ibn Kammūna, however, it is well established. This is shown, first and
foremost, by the fact that Ibn Kammūna does not elaborate on the term in his treatises
on the soul.26 It is also indicated by the appearance of the term in the Hidāyat al-h· ikma,
a widely read introductory text on philosophy by Ibn Kammūna’s older contemporary
Athı̄r al-Dı̄n al-Abharı̄ (d. 663/1264). Having defined the four causes (material, formal,

24 MfT 5, 110.12–13: law kāna [!] nafs al-insāni h· ādithatan la-ftaqarat ilā ‘illatin bi-hā yūjabu
wujūdu-hā wa-l-‘illatu takūnu bi-hādhihi l-s·ifati tusammā ‘illatan tāmmatan.
25 Avicenna holds, as is well known, that the essential cause must necessarily co-exist with its effect (see
Michael E. Marmura, “The Metaphysics of Efficient Causality in Avicenna (Ibn Sina),” in Islamic
Theology and Philosophy: Studies in Honor of George F. Hourani, ed. M.E. Marmura (Albany: State
University of New York Press, 1984), 172–187, 180–182). It has yet to be determined, when the term
“complete cause” started to be used in this sense and how its usage developed. It appears fully
developed in the works of Suhrawardı̄. An earlier text to use a similar term in a comparable sense is Abū
l-Barakāt al-Baghdādı̄. In the seventh chapter of the first metaphysical part of the K. al-Mu‘tabar,
entitled “An account of the methods used by those who profess the originated and the eternal a parte
ante and of the supporting arguments advanced by each faction of theirs,” Abū al-Barakāt writes: “We
also say: when the existence of the second [derives] from the existence of the first, then the existence
of the second indicates the existence of the first, and the existence of the first is a cause for the existence
of the second. [The existence of the second] also indicates the existence of it [i.e., the first] if its causality
is complete. For every cause of complete causality indicates the existence of its effect ( fa-inna kulla
‘illatin tāmmat al-‘illı̄yati tadullu ‘alā wujūdi ma‘lūli-hā). The latter can exist only if the former exists.
And from the existence of the latter one knows the existence of the first with certainty. And so on to the
third and the fourth. A great number of intermediaries in this [chain of causes] between the last and the
first does not diminish the knowledge of the existence of the first [obtained] through the knowledge of
the existence of the last. [It does also not diminish] the [last’s] indicating [the first].” (K. al-Mu‘tabar
III.1.7, 24.21–25.2).
26 There is a brief discussion of the term in Ibn Kammūna’s al-Mat·ālib al-muhimma, ed. Sayyid H· usayn
Sayyid Mūsawı̄, “Al-Mat·ālib al-muhimma min ‘ilm al-h· ikma,” Kheradnāma-yi S·adrā 8 (2003): 64–86,
74.6–14. In later works, Ibn Kammūna employs the concept throughout. See, for example, al-Kāshif
II.6 (ed. Is·fahānı̄, 116–130) and the indices; in ed. Kabı̄sı̄ the passages occur on pages 245f., 250, 466,
496, 527f., 549f.
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efficient, and final) and having established that a simple efficient cause can only have a
simple effect, Abharı̄ proceeds to introduce the concept of the complete cause:

[Text 10] We also say that the existence of the caused becomes necessary with the
existence of its complete cause, i.e. when the totality of things considered for its
realization become [themselves] realized (inna l-ma‘lūla yajibu wujūdu-hu ‘inda
wujūdi ‘illati-hi al-tāmmati a‘nı̄ ‘inda tah· aqquqi jumlati l-umūri l-mu‘tabarati fı̄
tah· aqquqi-hi). For were it [the caused] not a necessary of existence at the time
[of the existence of its complete cause], then it would be either an impossible of
existence (which is impossible, or else it would not exist) or a possible of
existence. [In the latter case] it would require something that gives preponderance
to bring it from potentiality into actuality. It would follow that the totality of things
considered for its existence have not [yet] become realized. But we assumed them
to have been realized. Hence it has become clear that the caused must exist when
the complete cause has been realized, so that [the caused] is necessary [of
existence] by virtue of something else and possible [of existence] by virtue of
[it]self. For were we to consider a quiddity insofar as it is this quiddity, neither
existence nor non-existence would be necessary for it.27

This description makes it likely that Ibn Kammūna shares Abharı̄’s understanding of
the complete cause as a cause which encompasses all factors that — taken together —
necessitate the existence of the effect.

Based on the concept of the complete cause, Ibn Kammūna establishes the eternity
a parte ante of the human soul. He develops his arguments for the first time in MfN,
where he presents two distinct proofs. Both proofs appear also in his later MfT, where
Ibn Kammūna distinguishes them by their length.28 I follow Ibn Kammūna’s distinction
and will refer to the two proofs as the “long” and “short” proofs for the eternity a parte
ante of the human soul.

In the long proof, Ibn Kammūna argues for the eternity a parte ante of the soul from
its nature: Because the soul is a simple substance, and because everything originated in
time is composed, the soul must be eternal a parte ante. Ibn Kammūna develops this
proof within the overarching argument of MfN for the non-corporeality of the soul. He
argues that since the soul is eternal a parte ante and the temperament of its body is not,
the soul is other than the temperament of its body. He establishes the premises for this
argument in the first eight chapters of the treatise and arranges them in the form of a
proof in the ninth chapter.29

[Text 11] Having concluded the explanation (bayān) of these premises, I will now
begin to put them together [in such a way] that they result in the sought conclusion
(mat·lūb). I say: [(5)] ‘Every soul is eternal a parte ante (qadı̄m),’ but [(6)] ‘nothing
that is the temperament of the body or originated from the temperament of the

27 Abharı̄, Hidāyat al-h· ikma (ed. D· hākā, 1960), 58.2–59.1
28 See MfT 5, 110.9–11.
29 To aid the comparison of the text with the outline of its argument below, I indicate in the following
translation the number of each proposition.
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body is eternal a parte ante.’ From the first mood of the second figure follows [(7)]:
‘Of no thing that is a soul is it true that it is the temperament of a body.’

The major premise [(6)] is obvious. As for the minor premise [(5)], its demonstration
is as follows: If the soul had not been eternal a parte ante, then it would be
originated. [(3)] ‘Every originated [entity] is composed’ and [(4)] ‘necessarily,
nothing that is composed is the soul.’ From the second mood of the first figure
follows: [(5)] ‘Nothing originated is a soul by necessity.’ This conclusion converts
— as has been made clear in logic — into ‘Nothing that is soul is originated always.’
Therefore the soul is not originated. Therefore it is eternal.

The minor [premise] of this syllogism [(3)] is made clear in that one states: [(1)] ‘the
complete cause of every originated is composed of a perpetual existent and
another originated [that] precedes [the originated].’ [(2)] ‘Everything whose com-
plete cause is composed is itself composed.’ The two premises have already been
explained [in MfN 6–7]. From this results: ‘Every originated is composed’ and the
minor [premise (3)] is valid.

As for the major [premise (4)], which is the premise that states: ‘By necessity
nothing that is composed is a soul,’ the demonstration (burhān) of this premise
has been stated. The explanation for the soundness of the composition of these
syllogisms and the necessity of their conclusions are mentioned in the books on
logic. It has thus been established that the soul cannot be identical with
the temperament of the body, and that the temperament of the body cannot
be the efficient cause (‘illa fā‘ilı̄ya) of the soul. This is what I wanted to
demonstrate.

All premises of this demonstration are mentioned in the books of the philoso-
phers and are used in their proofs ( fı̄ adillati-him) with the exception of two
premises whose demonstration I alone have established (tafarradtu
bi-bayāni-himā). The first [premise] is [(3)] that ‘everything originated is com-
posed,’ and the second is [(2)] that ‘everything whose cause is composed is
[itself] composed.’ As for the eternity a parte ante of the soul (qidamu l-nafs),
even though it is a doctrine that has been professed by a number of people, the
demonstrative proof for it mentioned in this treatise belongs also to what I alone
have accomplished (tafarradtu bi-hi ayd· an).30

The argument takes the form of three consecutive categorical syllogisms that are
intertwined in a way such that the first syllogism concludes in the minor premise of the
second syllogism and the second in the minor premise of the third. To preserve the form
of the polysyllogism in the outline, I follow the practice of the Arabic logicians and give
the minor premise of each syllogism before its major.31

30 MfN 9, 167.9–168.5.
31 On this and similar differences between traditional Western logic and Arabic logic see the Appendix
on pages 176–178 of Tony Street, “Suhrawardı̄ on modal syllogisms,” in Islamic Thought in the Middle
Ages. Studies in Text, Transmission and Translation, in Honor of Hans Daiber, eds. A. Akasoy and W.
Raven (Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2008), 163–178.
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(1) The complete cause of everything originated [in time] is composed of a perpetual
existent and another originated antecedent [MfN 9, 167.16–7: kullu h· ādithin fa-inna
‘illata-hu l-tāmmata murakkabatun min mawjūdin dā’imin wa-min sabqi h· ādithin
ākhara] [MfN 5–6].

(2) Everything whose complete cause is composed is itself composed [MfN 9, 167.17: kullu
mā ‘illatu-hu t-tāmmatu murakkabatun fa-hwa murakkabun] [MfN 7].

(3) Everything originated in time is composed [MfN 9, 167.12–3: kullu h· ādithin
murakkabun] [Barbara from (1) minor and (2) major].

(4) Of necessity, nothing that is composed is a soul [MfN 9, 167.13: lā shay’un mim-mā
huwa murakkabun nafsun bi-l-d· arūra] [MfN 8].

(5) Every soul is eternal a parte ante [MfN 9, 167.10: kullu nafsin qadı̄ma] [From “Nothing
that is a soul is originated always” [MfN 9, 167.15: lā shāy’un mim-mā huwa nafsun
h· ādithun dā’iman] obverted from “Nothing originated is a soul by necessity” [MfN 9,
167.13–4: lā shay’un mim-mā huwa h· ādithun bi-nafsin bi-l-d· arūra] conclusion of
Celarent from (3) minor and (4) major].

(6) Nothing that is the temperament of a body or originated from the temperament of a body
is eternal a parte ante [MfN 9, 167.10: lā shay’un mim-mā huwa mizāju l-badani
wa-h· ādithun ‘an mizāji l-badani qadı̄m] [MfN 3].

(7) Of no thing that is a soul can it be predicated that it is the temperament of a body [MfN
9, 167.11: lā shay’un mim-mā huwa nafsun yas·duqu ‘alay-hi anna-hu mizāju l-badan]
[Cesare from (5) minor and (6) major].

The proof for the eternity a parte ante of the soul, which figures as proposition (5)
in the outline, takes up most of the proof, for it depends on proposition (3) as well as
proposition (4) which in turn depends on propositions (1) and (2).

Ibn Kammūna deploys the concept of the complete cause in the fifth and sixth
chapter of MfN, where he derives proposition (1) that the complete cause of everything
originated in time is composed of a perpetual existent and another originated antecedent
from a lengthy proof for proposition (12) that a cause originated in time cannot serve as
the complete cause of something originated in time:

(8) Everything originated in time must have a cause that is originated in time [MfN 5,
159.15: inna l-h· āditha l-zamānı̄ya lā budda la-hu min sababin h· ādithin bi-l-h· udūthi
l-zamanı̄yi] [From MfN 5, 159.5–14]

(9) This cause [originated in time] depends, insofar as it is originated, on another
originated cause, and so on into infinity [MfN 6, 160.7: hādhihi l-‘illatu min h· aythu
anna-hā h· ādithatun yatawaqqafu ‘alā h· ādithin ākhara ayd· an wa-ka-dhālika [for
MfN 160.7 ka-dhālika] ilā lā-nihāya] [Ampliation of (8)]

(10) Causes originated [in time], because they are of an infinite number, cannot be in
existence together [MfN 6, 160.8: tilka l-‘ilalu li-kawni-hā ghayra mutanāhı̄yatin
istah· āla an takūna ma‘an fı̄ l-wujūdi, cf. MfN 6, 160.20] [From (8), (9), and a
thought-experiment32]

32 The well-known thought-experiment demonstrates that the elements of a series which is infinite in
one direction cannot be made to correspond with the elements of another such series which has one
element removed from its finite end. In MfN 6, 160.8–160.19, Ibn Kammūna develops this experiment
into a demonstration (burhān) for the impossibility of actual infinity. For a superb discussion of
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(11) A complete cause and its effect must exist simultaneously [MfN 6, 161.2: al-‘illatu
l-tāmmatu yajibu an takūna muqāranatan li-l-ma‘lūl]

(12) A cause originated [in time] cannot be the complete cause of an originated [in time]
[MfN 6, 160.20–161.1: yamtani‘u an yakūna [l-sababu l-h· ādithu] l-sābiqu ‘illatan
tāmmatan li-[l-musabbabi ] l-lāh· iq ] [Camestres from (10) minor and (11) major]

The proof hinges on proposition (10) that infinite originated causes cannot exist
simultaneously. This proposition prevents a simple cause from complying with both
conditions that apply to the complete cause of an originated effect: As the cause of an
originated effect, a simple cause would have to be originated in time (8) and, as a
complete cause, it would have to exist simultaneously with its effect (11). And even
though it appears that a simple cause can comply with both conditions, proposition (10)
reveals that it cannot. For insofar as the simple cause is the cause of an originated effect,
it is originated itself (8). Therefore it cannot, according to proposition (10), exist
simultaneously with its effect. According to proposition (11), however, a complete cause
and its effect must exist simultaneously. It follows that proposition (10) prevents a simple
cause that complies with proposition (8) from complying with proposition (11) and, vice
versa, a simple cause that complies with proposition (11) from complying with
proposition (8).

Because a simple cause cannot both exist simultaneously and not exist simulta-
neously with its originated effect, it becomes clear that in order to comply with both
conditions, the complete cause of something originated must be composed from two
causes, each complying with one of the two conditions. The cause complying with
proposition (11) must exist simultaneously with its effect. Because proposition (10)
states that an originated cause cannot comply with this condition, the cause that exists
simultaneously with its effect must, tertium non datur, be an eternal cause. The cause
complying with proposition (8) must be originated in time, but in order to comply with
proposition (10), it must exist before the originated effect. Thus Ibn Kammūna arrives at
the conclusion that, proposition (1), “the complete cause of everything originated is
composed of a perpetual existent and another originated antecedent.”

Ibn Kammūna faces the objections of an anonymous opponent. The opponent
rejects his proofs for proposition (1) with an attributive concept of origination. The
opponent claims that Ibn Kammūna fails to establish that the complete cause of
everything originated in time is composed. He only establishes that the complete cause
of the attribute of origination attached to what is originated is composed.

We recall that the proof for proposition (5), which Ibn Kammūna has presented in
MfN 9, is based on Celarent, with proposition (3), that everything originated is
composed, as minor premise, and proposition (4), that of necessity nothing that is
composed is a soul, as major premise. The problem with Ibn Kammūna’s proof is, of

Avicenna’s version of the proof (and its pedigree) see Jon McGinnis, “Avicennan Infinity: A Select
History of the Infinite through Avicenna,” Documenti e studi sulla tradizione filosofica medievale 21
(2010): 199–222.
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course, that its minor premise, proposition (3), rests on proposition (1) that the complete
cause of everything originated is composed of a perpetual existent and an other
originated antecedent, the very premise the objection challenges.

3. Ibn Kammūna’s Short Proof for the Soul’s Eternity
a Parte Ante
Ibn Kammūna will eventually address and refute the anonymous objection. But he

first proposes an alternative proof for the eternity a parte ante of the human soul which
does not depend on proposition (1), but merely on proposition (4) that the soul is simple
and not composed and proposition (2) that everything whose cause is composed is itself
composed.33

This is the proof which I call, following Ibn Kammūna, the short proof for the
eternity a parte ante of the soul. It is in this form that the proof appears in all later
treatises of Ibn Kammūna, as well as in treatises by later philosophers.34

Ibn Kammūna sets out the short proof in the form of two exclusive disjunctions
which show that if we assume the human soul to be originated, we are faced with absurd
consequences:

(13) Were the simple soul originated in time, its complete cause would either (a) exist
before the temporal origination of the simple soul, or (b) not exist before the temporal
origination of the simple soul [→(14)].

Ibn Kammūna rejects disjunct (13a) on the basis of proposition (11′) that an effect cannot
lag behind its complete cause. If the complete cause of the soul existed before the soul
originates, the soul — in order not to lag behind its complete cause — would have to
co-exist with its complete cause. Disjunct (13a) thus leads to the absurd consequence
that the human soul would have to exist before it originates in time.

Ibn Kammūna expands disjunct (13b) into a further exclusive disjunction:

(14) If the complete cause of the (originated) soul does not exist before the origination of
the soul, then either (a) this cause is simple, or (b) this cause is composed.

Ibn Kammūna rejects the first horn (14a) because it results to his mind in an illicit
infinite regress (tasalsul ). He argues that if the complete cause of the human soul is both
simple and non-existent before the origination of the soul, i.e. originated, it requires itself
a cause which must be — following propositions (8) and (2) — both simple and
originated.35 This cause requires yet another such cause and so forth to infinity. Because

33 See MfN 11, 182.1–2.
34 MfN 11, 184.18–185.9; MfT 5, 110.9–121.16; MfW 202.8–204.2; al-Mat·ālib al-muhimma, ed. Mūsawı̄,
84.20–25; Sharh· al-Talwı̄h· āt, ed. H· abı̄bı̄, vol 2., 430.1–434.2; Sharh· al-Ishārāt, Ms. British Library
(India Office) 4545 (=Arabic Loth 484) 154v24–155r13. On the discussions of Ibn Kammūna’s proof by
later philosophers see Pourjavady and Schmidtke, A Jewish Philosopher, 32; 41; 48f., as well as the
reference in note 52 below.
35 Ibn Kammūna can argue that the cause must be both originated and simple because he has
renounced proposition (1) in order to refute the anonymous objection to the long proof.
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proposition (11) requires that all these causes co-exist in time with the originated human
soul, disjunct (14a) results in an ordered actual infinity of originated causes which is
rejected by proposition (10).36 Ibn Kammūna concludes the short proof by rejecting
disjunct (14b) — again with reference to proposition (2). Having eliminated both horns
of both disjunctions, Ibn Kammūna concludes that the human soul cannot be originated
and must, therefore, be eternal a parte ante.

Both the long and the short proof clearly depend on the concept of the complete
cause and especially on the view that the effect cannot lag behind its complete cause, the
obverse of proposition (11) that a complete cause and its effect must exist simulta-
neously. This indicates that even though the short proof circumvents the anonymous
objection by renouncing proposition (1), it retains most of propositions (8–11) which Ibn
Kammūna uses to establish proposition (1) in the long proof.

4. Why Must the Rational Soul be Eternal a Parte Ante?
Even the brief outline of both proofs attest to the tenacity with which Ibn Kammūna

rejects the origination of the human soul. Yet Ibn Kammūna is not interested in the
eternity a parte ante of the human soul per se. This becomes clear from his argument for
the eternity a parte post of the human soul in MfT, his second treatise on the soul.

The argument put forward by Ibn Kammūna depends on Avicenna’s well-known
view that the existence of every possible of existence by virtue of itself depends
ultimately on the necessary of existence by virtue of itself.37

Ibn Kammūna argues that because the individual human soul — which is eternal a
parte ante — depends for its existence ultimately on the existence of the necessary of
existence (as its complete cause), it can cease to exist only if the necessary of existence
ceases to exist. Ibn Kammūna states the argument in the form of a hypothetical
proposition:

[Text 5] Had the human soul become non-existent after being existent, then the
necessary of existence would become non-existent. Because the protasis is false,
the apodosis is false, too.38

Having presented his proof, Ibn Kammūna addresses the concerns of an anonymous
opponent who claims that Ibn Kammūna’s argument reaches the sought conclusion

36 Starting from the version of the short proof in MfT, Ibn Kammūna also considers the possibility that
the simple originated causes in (14a) result in a circle (dawr ) and shows why such a circle would
abolish causality.
37 On the development of these notions after Avicenna and up to the time of Ibn Kammūna see now
Robert Wisnovsky, “Essence and existence in the Islamic East (Mashriq) in the 11th and 12th centuries
CE: A sketch,” in The Arabic, Hebrew and Latin Reception of Avicenna’s Metaphysics, eds. A. Bertolacci
and D. Hasse (Berlin: De Gruyter, 2011), 27–50.
38 MfT 9, 135.7–8
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even if we assume the soul to be originated.39 Why then, the opponent inquires, does Ibn
Kammūna insist on keeping the eternity a parte ante of the human soul as a premise for
his argument?

[Text 6] If somebody objects: Were the soul originated there would also follow from
its non-existence the non-existence of its cause, and from this would follow, as you
have made known, the non-existence of the necessary of being. So what is the
benefit of using for this demonstrative proof the premise which states that the
human soul is eternal a parte ante, if [the demonstrative proof] can be completed
without this premise? Then one should reply: Were [the human soul] originated,
then it would depend on the circular motion [of the spheres], so that the
non-existence [of the soul] would not be ruled out. For just as one can intellect the
soul to exist after its non-existence without [having to assume] that the necessary
of existence must be such [that it comes to exist after non-existence], one can
conceive the non-existence of the soul after it has existed without necessitating the
non-existence of the necessary of existence. Since this possibility rejects the
validity of this demonstrative proof, one has to employ this premise [of the eternity
a parte ante of the soul] in [the demonstrative proof] so that it does not face the
objection from the direction we mentioned.40

In his reply, Ibn Kammūna stresses that the proposition of eternity a parte ante
strives to exclude the possibility that the circular movement of the spheres has any
influence on the existence of the soul. The movement of the spheres brings about the
change in the world of coming to be and passing away and it is ultimately responsible
for the origination of bodies and their temperaments. Were we to allow the movement
of the spheres to participate in any way in the cause for the existence of the soul, then
we could not be certain that the human soul will never pass away. Only if, according to
Ibn Kammūna, the movement of the spheres has no influence whatsoever on the
existence of the soul, can we be certain that the existence of the individual soul depends
ultimately only on the existence of the necessary of existence and must therefore be
co-eternal with it.

It is possible that Ibn Kammūna has in mind critical readings of the Avicennan
account such as the one by Abū H· āmid al-Ghazālı̄ (d. 505/1111) in the Tahāfut
al-falāsifa. There Ghazālı̄ argues that the account of the philosophers allows for the
possibility that the human soul depends for its continuing existence as an individual soul
on the existence of its body:

[Text 7] If there is another mode in which the association (‘alāqa) between this
particular soul (hādhihi l-nafsi ‘alā l-khus·ūs·i) and this particular body obtains, to
the extent that this relation [between the body and the soul] is a condition (shart·)
for the origination [of the soul], then it is plausible that [this relation] is a condition
for its continued existence (shart·an fı̄ baqā’i-hi), so that if this relation is severed,
the soul becomes non-existent. And it would return to exist only through the

39 MfT 9, 135.16–18.
40 MfT 9, 135.16–136.3.
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assistance of God through awakening (ba‘th) and resurrection (nushūr ), as the
Law states on [the topic of] the afterlife (ma‘ād).41

Ghazālı̄ argues that if the association between a particular body and a particular soul
is not clearly determined, then this association can be considered a condition for the
origination of the individual soul. Its continued existence as an individual soul could,
therefore, depend on the existence of its body as well. If this were the case, then once
the body has ceased to exist, the individual human soul would cease to exist as well. For
its return as an individual soul, the human soul would then depend on resurrection by
immediate divine causation.

Ghazālı̄’s critique might derive from statements by Avicenna which seem to allow for
the possibility that the human body continues to be responsible in some ways for the
individuation of the human soul after it has come into existence:

[Text 8] When [the soul] exists as an individual, the principle [responsible for] its
individuation (mabda’u tashakhkhus·i-hā) must attach to it the dispositions
(hay’āt) which particularize it as an individual [soul]. These dispositions call for [the
soul] to favor this body [over others], and bring [this soul and its body] into a
relation of mutual benefit, even though this state and this relation remain hidden
from us (wa-in khafiya ‘alay-nā tilka l-h· āl wa-tilka l-munāsaba).42

Given the parallel construction of the text, Avicenna seems to refer with “state” (h· āl )
to the state of the soul favoring a specific body over other bodies and with “relation”
(munāsaba) to the “relation of mutual benefit” (munāsaba li-s·ulūh· ah· adi-himā
li-l-ākhar ) obtaining between the soul and the body. Because Avicenna admits that this
state and this relation may be hidden from us, Ghazālı̄ can suggest that the continued
individual existence of the soul may depend in some way on the existence of the
individual body.43

5. Concluding Remarks
Ibn Kammūna’s ontology of the soul is distinguished from Avicenna’s by the concept

of the complete cause in the form of proposition (11) that a complete cause and its effect
must exist simultaneously. For Avicenna, the origination of a particular human body
serves at the very most as a condition (shart·) for the origination of the human soul. But
it is certainly not the cause for its (continued) existence. This allows Avicenna to hold at

41 Ghazālı̄, Tahāfut 19.8, ed. Maurice Bouyges (Beirut: Imprimerie Catholique, 1927), 337. For a
translation of the passage in context, but with a slightly different emphasis, see Michael E. Marmura,
Al-Ghazālı̄. The Incoherence of the Philosophers, 2nd ed. (Provo, Utah: Brigham Young University,
2000), 203.30–37. And see Davidson, Alfarabi, Avicenna, and Averroes, on Intellect, 153.
42 Avicenna, al-Najāt, 223.4–7. For another translation of the passage see Fazlur Rahman, Avicenna’s
Psychology. An English Translation of Kitāb al-Najāt, Book II, Chapter VI (London: Oxford University
Press, 1952), 58.1–6.
43 See the corresponding passage in the K. al-Nafs of Avicenna’s Shifā’, eds. G.C. Anawati and S. Zayid
(Cairo, 1975), 201.1–10, translated and discussed in Marmura, “Some questions,” 127f.
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the same time that the soul is originated and that it is eternal a parte post. For Ibn
Kammūna, by contrast, all causes that are involved in the origination and existence of a
thing participate in its complete cause. Were a particular body to participate in the
origination or existence of a particular soul in some way, it formed part of its complete
cause. And since the complete cause and its effect must exist simultaneously, the human
soul could exist only as long as its body existed and could not, therefore, be considered
eternal a parte post.

But what does it mean for an individual human soul to be eternal a parte ante ? In his
earlier works on the soul, Ibn Kammūna does not attempt to incorporate his arguments
for the eternity a parte ante of the soul into a broader theory. Nor does he elaborate on
the destiny of the individual human soul. But he indicates what it means for an individual
human soul to be eternal a parte ante.44

In the fifth chapter of MfT, Ibn Kammūna discusses the meaning of the term “soul”
and the extension of the subject term of proposition (5) that every soul is eternal a parte
ante.

Ibn Kammūna considers four possible extensions of the subject term of proposition
(5), starting from the most particular and advancing to the most general:

(5a) Every soul is eternal a parte ante insofar as it is this specific soul [MfT 5, 120.6: min
h· aythu hiya tilka l-nafsu l-mu‘ayyana];

(5b) Every soul is eternal a parte ante insofar as it is a human soul [MfT 5, 120.7: min h· aythu
inna-hā nafsun insānı̄ya];

(5c) Every souls is eternal a parte ante insofar as it is a soul absolutely [MfT 5, 120.8: min
h· aythu inna-hā nafsun mut·laqan];

(5d) Everything of which holds true that it is a human soul, be this true of it always or in
some states [MfT 5, 120.9–12: kullu mā yas·duqu ‘alay-hi anna-hu nafsun insānı̄yatun
sawā’an kāna s·adaqa dhālika ‘alay-hi dā’iman aw fı̄ ba‘d· i l-ah· wāl ] is eternal a parte
ante.

Ibn Kammūna argues that his proof for the eternity a parte ante of the soul
establishes proposition (5d) only and insists that it does not entail the truth of the more
specific forms (5a)–(5c). Ibn Kammūna explains that a soul is called “soul” only when its
essence (dhāt) is associated (mu‘allaq) with a particular body. When the soul is free of
such an association, however, it is not a soul, but an intellect (‘aql ). If we refer to the
detached intellect as a soul, we do so only in a figurative sense (‘alā t·arı̄qi l-majāz).45

He qualifies the propositions further by considering the modalities of a human soul’s
existence. He concludes that a human soul according to (5a) is necessarily originated, a
human soul according to (5b) and (5c) is possibly eternal a parte ante, while a human
soul according to (5d) is necessarily eternal a parte ante. Hence, proposition (5) is most

44 In al-Kāshif (especially VI–VII), Ibn Kammūna elaborates on the many functions of separate
intellects, including their role as human souls in the governance of human bodies. He omits, however,
the intricate proofs for the soul’s eternity a parte ante found in his treatises on the soul.
45 MfT 5, 120.13–19.
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properly stated as “everything of which it holds true that it is a human soul, be this true
of it always or in some states, is necessarily eternal a parte ante.”46 The individual
intellect is thus eternal a parte post insofar as it is an individual intellect. Should it also
function as a human soul, either always or in some states, it can be considered a human
soul that is eternal a parte ante.

This view of eternity a parte ante seems to imply some kind of metempsychosis. Ibn
Kammūna points, yet refrains from committing himself, to the kinds of metempsychosis
implied by an eternity a parte ante of the human soul conceived in the form of (5c).47

One would do him injustice, however, if one were to label him simply a “Platonist”
philosopher. In the treatises on the soul, Ibn Kammūna discusses Platonic proofs for the
eternity a parte ante of the human soul at length. He makes clear, however, that he does
not consider them demonstrative proofs in the form in which they have come down to
his time, namely in the al-Fawz al-as·ghar of Miskawayh (d. 421/1030):

[Text 12] This is what the eminent scholar [sc. Miskawayh] reported on the authority
of Plato in the mentioned book. I have not understood it to a sufficient degree.
Perhaps [in the teaching tradition] they explained it in such a way that the validity
of his [sc. Plato’s] premises and the truth of his conclusions become clear. But I
have studied philosophy without a teacher and I have found in their writings
nothing that would prove the validity of the premises of these arguments, nor [have
I found in their writings] the meaning (ma‘rifa) of their terminology in these
[arguments]. Therefore, it is hardly surprising that I cannot decide conclusively
whether [these arguments] are true or false. It is also possible that the arguments
became corrupted in transmission, or that whoever proposed them did not intend
them to be used as a demonstrative proof for the eternity a parte post of the soul,
but rather mentioned them as a rhetorical argument (kalām khit·ābı̄) and [only]
later philosophers thought [wrongly] that he intended [them to serve as] a
demonstrative proof.48

Ibn Kammūna is clearly convinced that he is the first philosopher to advance a
demonstrative proof for the eternity a parte ante of the human soul and he is sure to state
his conviction.49 But if Ibn Kammūna’s proof for the eternity a parte ante of the human
soul is demonstrative, how is it possible that he alone has advanced this proposition?
And why do most of his predecessors and all of his contemporaries argue for the
origination of the soul? Even as the proud progenitor of a demonstrative proof, Ibn
Kammūna is troubled by this question. He considers the possibility that the ancient

46 MfT 5, 121.10–11.
47 MfT 5, 121.3–9 and compare Sharh· al-Talwı̄h· āt, ed. H· abı̄bı̄, vol 3, 420–421. On Ibn Kammūna’s
nonspecific statements regarding metempsychosis in some other treatises see Sabine Schmidtke, “The
doctrine of the transmigration of soul according to Shihāb al-Dı̄n al-Suhrawardı̄ (killed 587/1191) and
his followers,” Studia Iranica 28 (1999): 237–254, 248–250, and cf. Pourjavady and Schmidtke, A Jewish
Philosopher, 24 note 109.
48 MfT 10, 138.16–139.2.
49 Apart from the last sentence of text 11 above, see, for example, MfT 110.9–11; al-Mat·ālib
al-muhimma, 84.18–35; Sharh· al-Talwı̄h· āt (ed. H· abı̄bı̄) II, 319.20–320.2.
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philosophers (mutaqaddimı̄na) understood the soul to be “originated” in one of the
three ways he outlined above, i.e. (5a)–(5c) and demands that one interpret the
statements of these eminent ( fud· alā’) ancient philosophers rather than claim that they
made mistakes.50 But however Ibn Kammūna differs from the consensus, he concludes
at the end of MfT 5 that “I have [among these eminent scholars] not found one who
opposes an [explicit] account of this elaborate exposition and arrangement [of mine].”

It is difficult to assess what impact Ibn Kammūna had on Arabic philosophy after the
13th century. Research on this period has only just begun and much evidence has yet to
be considered. It is clear, however, that Ibn Kammūna’s treatises on the soul were read
and that at least one of them (MfT) was also copied in Hebrew characters.51 Moreover,
there is evidence that Ibn Kammūna’s proof for the eternity a parte ante of the soul was
studied as late as the 16th century CE: The short proof as stated in the commentary on
the Talwı̄h· āt is discussed by Najm al-Dı̄n H· ājj ı̄ Mah·mūd al-Nayrı̄zı̄ (d. after 943/1536)
in his Mis·bāh· al-arwāh· .

52

This concludes my brief exposition of Ibn Kammūna’s proofs for the eternity a parte
ante of the human soul. We have seen that Ibn Kammūna belongs to a tradition of
scholars that criticize some premises of Avicenna’s proof for the origination of the human
soul. We have seen furthermore that it is Ibn Kammūna’s interpretation of the concept of
the complete cause (‘illa tāmma) which underlies both versions of his proof and
ultimately sets him apart from Avicenna. And we have seen, finally, why Ibn Kammūna
thought that we must assume the human soul to be eternal a parte ante in order to
establish its eternity a parte post. By establishing the eternity of the human soul in MfT
(and the non-corporeality of the human soul in MfN) on its eternity a parte ante, Ibn
Kammūna thus proposes what he considers truly demonstrative proofs for two of the
most important positions in Avicenna’s ontology of the soul.

50 MfT 5, 121.14f.: bal huwa l-arjah· u li-anna ta’wı̄la kalāmi ulā’ika l-fud· alā’i awlā min taghlı̄t·i-him. An
example of the interpretation which Ibn Kammūna might have in mind here is his evaluation of Plato’s
arguments in text 12 above.
51 Pourjavady and Schmidtke, A Jewish Philosopher, 101.
52 See Reza Pourjavady, Philosophy in early Safavid Iran: Najm al-Dı̄n Mah· mūd al-Nayrı̄zı̄ and his
writings (Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2011), 150f. and the end of note 34 above.
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